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he roll reversal exhibited by



the Velocity XL might be a head-scratcher. How could the airplane roll right when left stick is held? And why does it first roll one way, then the other? The answer lies in the airplane's dynamic modes of motion. The XL demonstrates the inextricable link between the lateral (roll) and directional (yaw) axes present in all a i r p l a n e s . 0 Here's a basic explanation of what's going on to cause this curious behavior. "5 The test conditions repre- er sented a landing pattern situation. The airplane was trimmed for hands-free, level flight at 90 knots indicated airspeed. The density altitude was approximately 3,000 feet, and the l a n d i n g gear was down. Figure 1 shows the time history of a full aileron, no rudder roll from 30° right wing down (RWD) to 30° left



wing down (LWD). The curve indicates the XL's bank angle at any time during the roll. For example, the airplane was 18° LWD five seconds after the stick was displaced. 96 JANUARY 1998



9 Time (seconds)



Figure 1 Notice the airplane reverses direction four times during the roll. These reversals occur at 1 , 3 . 5 , 5 and 6.5 seconds after the ailerons were deflected despite full left stick applied throughout the maneuver. The wiggly nature of the curve is



due to the combination of two airplane dynamic modes. These are the roll mode and the Dutch roll mode.



ROLL MODE A lateral control stick displace-



Generic Roll Mode Steady State Roll Rate



Time



Time Figure 2



ment deflects one aileron up and the other down. The downLeft ward-deflected aileron (let's say it's the right aileron) provides more lift to its wing and vice versa for the upward-deflected aileron. Since the right (fl 0) wing produces more lift than ]D the left wing, a rolling moment W is created which attempts to roll the airplane in the direction of the upward deflected aileron, i.e. LWD. Right Once the ailerons are deflected the plane begins to roll faster and faster until it LWD achieves the roll rate commanded by the deflected ailerons — the steady state roll rate. An analogy for the roll mode (which is not mathematically faithful but serves well for illustration) could be reCD leasing a marble on an inclined surface. Initially the marble rolls slowly, but gathers more and more speed until it reaches RWD its terminal velocity — like the airplane reaching its steady state roll rate. Smaller aileron deflections result in a slower steady state roll rate, because they provide a smaller rolling moment to the airplane (like a shallower incline results in a slower terminal velocity for the marble). Most airplanes achieve their steady state roll rate in short order. For the XL, the steady state roll rate is probably reached in no more than 1-1.5 seconds after the ailerons are deflected. After this "ramp-up," the roll rate remains constant as long as the same aileron deflection is maintained. Figure 2 shows how the roll rate and bank angle change after aileron deflection.
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new PMA6000-S Audio Selector Panel. The PMA6000-S series adds high fidelity stereo music



to the already highly acclaimed PMA6000. The six place intercom is based upon the world's



Unlike the roll mode which is non-oscillatory, the Dutch roll is a yaw-roll oscillation. Figure 3 shows



most installed panel mount stereo intercom, the PM2000.' Get the benefits of: • Optional built-in three light marker beacon receiver • Two independent stereo inputs • Ease of use: "Set it - Forget it" operation



• Swap mode for quick radio access



bank angle (roll) oscillate during the Dutch roll. The marble analogy would be releasing the marble along the inside wall of a bowl. It rolls past the bottom, partially up the opposite side, then down again. This oscillatory motion continues until the marble comes to rest at the bot-
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torn of the bowl. Some airplanes display more yaw than roll, and others exhibit more roll than yaw. The XL rolls more than it yaws by a



factor of about 3:1. Regardless of whether an airplane rolls more or yaws more, the reason it exhibits a Dutch roll mode is because of sideslip. Sideslip is the relative wind from the right or left of the airplane's nose. Dutch roll is an airplane's dynamic lateral-directional response to a sideslip. Here's how it works. The relative wind encounters the airplane from the side — not directly, but from a few degrees left or right of its nose. Let's say it's coming from the left. The airplane's positive directional stability, provided mainly by the vertical tail, attempts to weathervane the airplane back into the relative wind by yawing the airplane nose-left. How quickly the directional stability yaws the airplane depends on the design of the airplane and how fast it's flying. Before the nose gets reoriented into the relative wind, the airplane's dihedral effect may come into play. The dihedral effect is the tendency of the airplane to roll away from the sideslip or away from the wind from the side. Our example airplane in a left sideslip has the relative wind approaching from left of the plane's nose. A positive dihedral effect attempts to roll the airplane (like the marble rolling past the bowl RWD. You can observe this in most bottom) so the relative wind is now airplanes by stepping on the right from the right. Now with the right rudder pedal and watching the air- sideslip, the dihedral effect begins to plane first yaw nose-right, creating a roll the plane LWD, and the directional s t a b i l i t y yaws the plane left sideslip, then roll RWD. So, the sideslip is from the left. nose-right. Like the marble, this The dihedral effect begins to roll the yaw-roll oscillation continues until plane RWD as the directional stabil- the plane settles down with the nose ity yaws it nose-left. It is likely the pointing into the relative wind. You plane will yaw past the relative wind can observe the Dutch roll in your



airplane by tirst displacing one pedal then the other (small displacements should suffice), then take your feet off the pedals and watch the oscillation.



BOTH MODES Sideslip excites, or causes, the Dutch roll, but the airplane doesn't care how that sideslip is introduced.



Adverse yaw, which is usually more pronounced at slower airspeeds, creates sideslip. You may have noticed this need for more rudder coordination in the landing pattern than when cruising. The Velocity is the same way. In



fact, there is so little adverse yaw when cruising at 170 knots that comfortable turns can be performed with no coordinating rudder at all. At slow speed, however, there's enough adverse yaw to get the Dutch roll going. Additionally, the XL has a strong dihedral effect under landing pattern conditions. So, it only



takes a little sideslip to generate a relatively strong rolling moment from the dihedral effect.



When aileron deflection causes adverse yaw, both roll mode and Dutch roll dynamics occur. Figure 4a shows how the deflected ailerons of a generic airplane cause the bank angle to change once steady state roll rate is achieved. This is the roll mode response. Figure 4b shows how the bank angle changes because of the Dutch roll. Figure 4c shows the result of the two modes (roll from 4a and Dutch roll from 4b) occurring simul-



in a right sideslip, the dihedral and ailerons are both supplying a LWD rolling moment.



In most airplanes the aileron deflection causes a stronger rolling moment than the dihedral effect from



the sideslips created by the Dutch roll. In these airplanes roll reversal does not occur and it may be difficult to detect small changes in roll rate. The effects of the roll mode and



Dutch roll are still there in combination, but the relative strength of the ailerons can minimize the Dutch roll



effect to the point where it may not even be noticed.



REAL WORLD TRANSLATION If coordinated flight is maintained when flying the XL around the pattern, there'll be no adverse yaw. That



means no sideslip, and without



sideslip the Dutch roll won't be excited. Roll performance also improves dramatically with coordi-



nation. The aileron-only average roll rate of 7°/sec jumps to 19°/sec when coordinating rudder is used. If coordinating rudder is not used, the XL pilot can expect lousy roll



performance, difficulty with capturing bank angles, and imprecise heading roll-outs. Even before the Dutch roll develops, the adverse yaw can make lifting a wing, which was dropped by a gust during the landing round-out, a scary proposition. Properly c o o r d i n a t i n g every aileron deflection with rudder counters the adverse yaw allowing the airplane to



be flown safely and consistently. The Velocity XL is not unique. It



just demonstrates the superposition of the two modes much more graphically than most airplanes. Every



airplane is subject to the same laws



of aerodynamics. They all exhibit a



roll mode and Dutch roll mode of motion, and their combined effect is different for every different design. Comments are welcome: [email protected] ^



taneously. It's this combined effect



the pilot observes from the cockpit. Notice the similarity between the combination curve of Figure 4c and the Velocity XL curve in Figure 1. The period of the XL's Dutch roll is three seconds. This is how long it takes for a complete yaw-roll cycle — from nose-right to nose-left and back to nose-right again or from right-wing-down to left-wing-down and back to right-wing-down. Notice in Figure 1 there arc exactly three



seconds between successive peaks and between successive valleys on



the curve. This is the Dutch roll superimposed on the roll mode. The XL's adverse yaw provided enough sideslip to begin the Dutch roll oscillation. Its aileron deflection continued to provide a LWD rolling moment throughout the maneuver. The roll rate and bank angle reverse
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p e r i o d i c a l l y because the RWD



rolling moment generated by the dihedral effect (during left sideslips) is stronger than the LWD rolling mo-



ment supplied by the ailerons. The dihedral effect is strongest when the sideslip is largest for each yaw excursion. During the portion of the



Dutch roll cycle when the airplane is
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